[1] We identify steady magnetospheric convection (SMC) whenever AE ! 200 nT and AL does not decrease by more than 25 nT in one minute. We demonstrate that the distribution of durations of SMCs has a larger tail than would be expected by assuming that long intervals of SMC are chance conjunctions of shorter SMCs. This implies that the magnetosphere can resist substorm onset and remain in a steady convective state. We also examine the distribution of interplanetary parameters during the long SMCs to determine what conditions are associated with SMCs. We document that solar wind velocity below 450 km s
Introduction
[2] Occasionally the Earth's magnetosphere exhibits convective signatures for long periods of time without interruption by substorms. Previous studies of such steady magnetospheric convection (SMC) have focused on a few key questions: (1) what are the auroral and polar cap behaviors during SMCs [Pytte et al., 1978; Lyons et al., 2000; Solovyev et al., 1999] , (2) what is the structure of the tail and plasma sheet during SMCs [see review by , and (3) can the magnetosphere spontaneously produce a substorm during an SMC, or is some change in upstream interplanetary conditions required [Lyons, 1996; Angelopoulos et al., 1996; Henderson et al., 1996] ? Some of these studies have attempted to define SMCs in various ways, but all require that the interplanetary magnetic field be steadily southward. In this study, we take a step backward from this definition and ask what interplanetary conditions lead to SMCs. However, because there is still some debate as to whether SMCs represent a special state of the magnetosphere, we will begin by determining whether SMCs last longer than would be expected by the chance accumulation of consecutive convective intervals without substorms.
[3] We use 1-minute AE and AL data for 1978 through 1988. For solar wind data, we originally performed this study with continuous 5-minute ISEE 3 data propagated from the L1 point. Because ISEE 3 proton velocity data is only available from August 16, 1978 through February 17, 1980 , this first study only included about 350 SMCs. We repeated the study with 5-minute IMP 8 data, for which proton velocity data is available about 20% of the time intermittently for the 1978 to 1988 interval. We report here the results of the statistical study using the IMP 8 data, although the ISEE 3 results are essentially identical. For either solar wind monitor, we ballistically propagated to the Earth at the proton velocity; overtaken parcels of plasma were deleted and the surviving data were linearly interpolated to a 5-minute cadence. We do not interpolate over any intervals longer than 20 minutes.
Automated Identification of SMCs from Auroral Indices
[4] The usual definition of an SMC requires (1) steady southward interplanetary magnetic field (IMF), (2) AE ! 200 nT, and (3) the absence of substorms [Sergeev et al., 1996, and references therein] . Other definitions have been developed, but all maintain these three basic criteria. Unfortunately, condition (1) presumes the answer to what interplanetary conditions lead to SMCs, and condition (3) is too vague to be of immediate use. Therefore, it is necessary to remove condition (1) and quantify condition (3). We choose our definition of a candidate SMC as any minute when (A) AE(t) ! 200 nT and (B) AL(t)ÀAL(tÀ1 min) ! À25 nT. The first is the usual definition of convection, and the second is designed to omit any times that resemble the sharp drop in AL that accompanies substorm onset. The reader should note that this definition can produce candidate SMCs with duration from only 1 minute all the way up to several hours. By retaining SMCs of very short duration, we are able to determine how likely it is to build very long SMCs out of the chance accumulation of shorter intervals that satisfy our criteria. There is some evidence that intervals as short as 10 -15 minutes can be identified as SMCs [Sergeev et al., 1998 ]. Our definition is very restrictive with regard to large, rapid fluctuations in AL that might be caused by rapid inflation of the magnetopause during a sudden relaxation of the solar wind dynamic pressure or from a variety of auroral transients rather than substorms. Some have suggested that the absence of substorms is insufficient, and that magnetospheric observables must show no systematic trend during the SMC . To ensure that these details do not compromise our results, we have tried many variations on our criteria, and find that our results are qualitatively robust to these changes. We have also verified that our SMCs are distributed evenly in local time at the 95% confidence level.
[5] In Figure 1 we show a 6-hour long candidate SMC during the interval when continuous ISEE 3 data were available. We have chosen this example because it illustrates that B z (and B y ) can vary substantially during a period of apparently steady convection. The magnetic field is given in GSM coordinates. The solar wind velocity and number density change little during the 6 hours of steady convection, but B z varies over a range of several nanoteslas, including a brief period of B z > 0. This event contradicts the notion that steady convection must be driven by steady southward IMF; we will elaborate on this point below.
The Distribution of SMC Duration
[6] Applying our criteria to the auroral indices for 1978 through 1988, we identified more than 2000 SMCs of duration 90 minutes or longer, of which 47 endured for more than 300 minutes. We aim to determine whether the distribution of SMC durations we measured indicates that SMCs are not merely chance occurrences but are instead manifestations of a special capacity of the magnetosphere to remain in a convective state. First we must review how the distribution of durations relates to the underlying dynamics.
[7] In a Poisson process, e.g. a coin toss, the probability of an outcome is independent of the history of the process. For continuous time Poisson processes, the time between state changes (denoted D for duration) follows an exponential distribution: P > (D) = e ÀaD . The notation P > (D) indicates the probability that the time spent in a specified state exceeds D. A larger class of processes exhibit ''stretched exponential'' duration distributions, which can be given generally as:
When c = 1, we have a Poisson process, when c > 1 we have a superexponential process, and when c < 1 we have a subexponential process. In non-Poisson processes consecutive outcomes are correlated or anticorrelated. In subexponential processes positive correlations give rise to streaks of long duration, and in superexponential processes negative correlations curtail streaks. We will focus on the subexponential ( c < 1) process, which has an excess of long durations relative to a Poisson process with the same mean duration. To generate a subexponential P > (D ) a system must exhibit correlation between successive outcomes, which results from having some capacity to resist a change of state. For an extensive treatment of this subject see Sornette and Knopoff [1997] .
[8] Borovsky et al. [1993] give a 2.7-hour recurrence time for ''periodic'' substorms with ''random'' substorms occurring exponentially with a 5-hour time-constant. In about 11 years of data, we have identified about 500 SMCs that are longer than the ''periodic'' timescale, and 47 that are longer than the exponentially recurring (Poisson-like) timescale. Our distribution of SMC durations is given in Figure 2 . It is clearly concave upward, indicative of a subexponential distribution. When we fit it to a stretched exponential (StrechedExp), we get c = 0.53 ± 0.01, which is significantly different from c = 1 using a T test [Press et al., 1992] at the 99% confidence level. We have chosen to fit only the D > 90 min SMCs because of 1-minute discretization problems at shorter durations. Therefore, we conclude that the magnetosphere has some capacity to remain in the steady convective state. We also note that Figure 2 indicates that there is no obvious minimum duration for SMCs, but rather a continuum from very short to very long durations.
The Solar Wind During SMCs
[9] What conditions in the solar wind are associated with steady magnetospheric convection? Kamide et al. [1977] found a 100 ± 25% chance of substorms when hourly averaged B z < À5 nT. The SMC community has not directly questioned the assumption that SMCs require steady, southward IMF. We have addressed this issue with ISEE 3 data from 1978 -1980 and with IMP 8 from 1978 -1988, with equivalent results. We report here only the results using IMP 8 from 1978 -1988 . Figure 3 shows empirical distribution functions of solar wind velocity, number density, and IMF B z (GSM). Additionally, we report the distribution of |ÁB z |, the 5-minute change in B z , as an estimate of the variability of B z . For each quantity, five distributions are given, those for all data, those for times when AE ! 200 nT, and those for three progressively longer categories of SMCs, with the number of SMCs of a given duration given in brackets.
[10] Panel (a) shows that solar wind velocity becomes steadily lower for longer SMCs. It is important to note that AE ! 200 nT usually is associated with elevated velocity. In panel (b) the CDFs for number density show little change with increasing SMC duration, except for the very long (300 minute) SMCs. These intervals appear to have elevated number density. Panel (c) shows that B z tends to be southward during SMCs, and that progressively longer SMCs favor À4 B z À2 nT. This is consistent with the results of Kamide et al. [1977] , although Sergeev et al. [1996] give some examples with larger negative B z for SMCs identified with criteria different from ours. All of these changes in the CDFs are statistically significant at the 99% confidence level using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test [Press et al., 1992] .
[11] Panel (d) indicates that the distribution of 5-minute changes in B z shows a small reduction in the variability of B z for longer SMCs. The reduction is statistically significant at the 99% confidence level using the F test [Press et al., 1992] , but it is considerably less dramatic than the changes seen in the other 3 parameters, especially given that taking the absolute value of ÁB z doubles the apparent differences in the distributions. The lack of dramatic evolution in the distribution of |ÁB z | is unexpected, given the usual assumption that SMCs require steady southward IMF.
[12] We have examined, but do not show here, similar CDFs for B x , B y , |B|, dynamic pressure, VB s and the 5-minute changes in all of the interplanetary parameters. We found that most parameters showed less dramatic progression with longer SMCs than those in Figure 3 . However, 5-minute changes in solar wind velocity did show a noticeable reduction in variance with longer SMCs. We speculate that this stems from the association between high solar wind velocity and high variability in solar wind velocity. VB s tends to favor a range from 0 -2 mV m À1 , as would be expected from low velocity and B z $ À3 nT. All of ÁB x , ÁB y , and Á|B| show the same pattern seen in ÁB z . CDFs of dynamic pressure, B x , B y , and |B| do not give consistent results with increasing SMC duration and thus are not likely to be physically relevant.
Are SMCs Purely Driven?
[13] We have identified SMCs as being associated with specific conditions in the solar wind. One should reasonably ask if SMCs are necessary consequences of specific external conditions. Although the distribution of duration of southward IMF has been shown by Hsu and McPherron [2002] to have a similar subexponential form to that of SMCs, there is no one-to-one correspondence between desirable upstream conditions and SMCs in our data.
[14] For example Figure 4 shows a period of 4 hours when the solar wind velocity, measured by ISEE 3, is approximately 300 km s À1 while all three IMF components are very steady, with B z $ À3 nT. This interval meets the upstream conditions for SMCs far better than the SMC in Figure 1 , and yet there is a clear signature of a substorm in the auroral indices. The density in this event is about three times that in the SMC example, but recall from Figure 3 that higher density appears to facilitate SMC behavior. Therefore, assuming that the ISEE 3 accurately represents the solar wind that interacts with the Earth, we see no external distinction that can explain the initiation of a substorm rather than an SMC in this case. Arguments [Lyons, 1996] and counterarguments [Angelopoulos et al., 1996; Henderson et al., 1996] that all substorms are externally triggered notwithstanding, we conjecture that the main distinction between the events in Figures 1 and 4 are the preconditions. Namely, the SMC is preceded by a period of modest activity, while the substorm is preceded by a very quiet period.
Conclusions
[15] Using simple, conservative criteria, we have found that the duration of steady magnetospheric convection, as seen in AE and AL, follows a subexponential distribution. This implies that the magnetosphere has some capacity to resist the transition to substorm behavior or to quiescence. From event and statistical studies, we have shown that southward IMF of approximately À3 nT and solar wind velocity below 450 km s À1 promotes-but does not guarantee-steady magnetospheric convection. The IMF does not have to be unusually steady, as has previously been assumed. In a single counterexample we have shown that the upstream conditions that tend to be associated with SMCs can also lead to substorms. It may be significant that this counterexample was an isolated substorm following a very quiet period, especially if the magnetosphere proves incapable of abruptly entering an interval of steady convection. The magnetosphere apparently sometimes enters a state when it can resist the formation of seemingly spontaneous substorms. The simplest explanation we can imagine for this phenomenon would be an adjustment of the location or intensity of nightside reconnection.
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